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Elderly Feeding Programme
Monthly Food Donation
It is unfortunate that most of our elders do not get to experience
any care as they are the sole breadwinners for their families.
Through our elderly feeding programme, We have not only
reduced their burden but restored dignity and hope to our 650
elders from Isiolo and Kakamega Counties. Evidently, a number of
them have always expressed gratitude for the consistent monthly
food rations they receive, with corn soya particularly receiving a
popular vote. Eighty year old Salome Isigi one of our beneficiaries
from Kakamega County, looks forward to the food distribution
exercise mainly because of the Corn Soya Blend. She informed us
that she really enjoys this delicacy and requested for the quantity to
be increased.
All of our beneficiaries receive 2kg of corn soya on a monthly
basis which is supplied by Soy Afric Ltd. This meal is nutritious as
it contains vitamins and minerals necessary for the ageing
population. The corn soya can be taken as porridge or gruel.
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Inset: Mama Salome Isigi from kakmega holding tight
to her Corn Soya.

Beneficiary Home Visits
In the month of October, we were able to conduct 135 home visits to our beneficiaries in Isiolo County. Out of 135
surveyed beneficiaries, 83 are female and 52 are male. We were able to gather the following:
Feeding Programme
1. Number of people living in one household

2. How long does the food ration last?
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Majority of the beneficiaries indicated the food rations last them only 2 weeks.

Majority of the beneficiaries live more than 6 individuals in
a household.
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Beneficiary Home Visits
3. Food items that run out first

4. Reason for food ration running out
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It was noted that Sugar, cooking fat and rice are the food
items that run out fast.

The main reason why sugar, cooking fat and rice run out fast is
because of their quantities.
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Beneficiary Home Visits
5. Food Ration to be increased

6. Food item to be included as part of the food ration

Food ration to be increased
cooking
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Majority of the beneficiaries’ opinion is that cooking fat,
sugar and rice should be increased

Majority of the beneficiaries want maize flour to be included as part of
their food ration.
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Beneficiary Home Visits
Housing Programme
Current type of housing
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home they live in
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Most of the beneficiaries own the home they live in

Majority of the beneficiaries live in a wooden structure
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Beneficiary Home Visits
Access to electricity

Access to Water

Access to Washroom
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Most of the beneficiaries have access to the
washroom

Most of the 135 beneficiaries surveyed
have access to water
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Majority of the beneficiaries have access to
electricity

Beneficiary Home Visits
Beneficiaries who own land

Beneficiaries who have
benefited from the “A roof over
my head"
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It was also noted that majority of the 135
beneficiaries own land
Out of 135 beneficiaries only 9 benefited from MIC housing
initiative
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Beneficiary Home Visits
Health Programme

Beneficiary Medical
conditions
hypertension&arthritis
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diabeties&arthritis

64% of the beneficiaries require walking stick, 32% require
wheelchair and 5% require crutches.

It was noted that most of the 135 beneficiaries
suffer from arthritis.
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Beneficiary Home Visits
BENEFICIARIES WITH NHIF/UHC CARD

yes

Most of the 135 beneficiaries have NHIF/UHC cards
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Beneficiary Home Visits
Cash Transfer Programme
Through the home visits, we also discovered that out of 135 beneficiaries surveyed, 105 have access to
specifically the elderly cash transfer programme.
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Mortality
Unfortunately this month we lost Mzee Ikaru
Ngasukow of beneficiary number C/065. The late
Mzee Ngasukow was a resident of Esimit
Sub-Location, Isiolo County. He passed on
October 2019 and was recruited on 29th May
2019. He succumbed to age and health
complications.

Inset: The late Mzee Ikaru Ngasukow
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Advocacy- Housing
In this month of October we were
able to complete the construction of

two houses for two beneficiaries.
This brings to total number of houses
constructed to 39 under the Housing
project.

Inset: Before and after of the houses constructed for one of the
beneficiaries.
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Highlight Of The Month
During the month of October MIC
donated sports clothes, soccer balls to
Wamy Children's Home in Isiolo County
and Friends Children’s Home in
Amalemba, Kakamega County.
.

Inset:Wamy children's home receiving balls and Football jersey.
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